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Abstract

With the increasing non-recurring engineering cost of advanced process technologies, reconfigurable

devices have received great attention in small and medium-volume integrated circuit designs. However, low

logic diversity and slow timing performance limit the efficacy of field-programmable gate array (FPGA)

and complex programmable logic device (CPLD). In this paper,we propose an efficient hybrid lookup

table (LUT) / sum-of-product (SOP) reconfigurable design style that exploits the advantages of circuit

designs for both LUT cells and SOP cells. Then, architectural evaluations are performed to achieve the

best cell ratio. Based on this architecture, we propose an efficient methodology for hybrid LUT/SOP logic

synthesis that employsSOP-cell transformation, phase flipping, and phase duplication. The experimental

results demonstrate that our proposed hybrid LUT/SOP design style achieves 35% circuit performance

improvement and 52% transistor count reduction compared tothe depth optimal 4-LUT-based FPGA. In

comparison with the CPLD, our hybrid design style requires only 11% of the transistor count and reduces

circuit delay by 11%.

I. I NTRODUCTION

As very large scale integrated circuit (VLSI) fabrication technology advances, transistor density has

increased, aiding the integration of electronics. However, while high integration designs create great

opportunities for improving system performance, the extremely high complexity and high risk incurred

by large scale integration become heavy burdens for each newapplication-specific integrated circuit

(ASIC) design. The increasing cost of one-time-use, non-recurring engineering (NRE) of state-of-the-

art technology turns to be a key design factor in modern ASIC projects. In order to ensure the profit

margin of a new chip migrating toward a new technology node, threshold production volume must be

high to offset both the entry cost and unexpected re-spin costs. Hence, in recent year few ASIC projects

have been able to afford to support the cost of using high-endstandard cell design.

Reconfigurable design styles provide relatively low NRE costs compared to either the standard cell or the

full custom design styles. With the growth of VLSI technology, reconfigurable design styles have become
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widely used both for pre-silicon hardware/software co-verification and for small and medium volume

ASIC products [1]. Field programmability enables fast re-spin turn around time and hence speeds up time

to market. Currently, there are two major categories of reconfigurable devices, the field programmable

gate array (FPGA) and the complex programmable logic device(CPLD). The FPGA utilizes lookup tables

(LUT) to implement multi-level functions while the CPLD employs macro cells to implement two-level

functions in either sum-of-product (SOP) form or product-of-sum (POS) form in a Boolean network. The

drawbacks of the reconfigurable design styles are lower timing performance and lower area utilization

compared with the standard cell design style. Previous research optimizes either circuit delay or circuit

area for FPGA and CPLD [2]–[8].

To optimize both circuit delay and circuit area, hybrid FPGAarchitecture has been proposed in recent

years [9]. It utilizes both LUT cells and macro cells in orderto take the advantages of FPGA and CPLD.

Many research teams suggest different macro-cell configurations for either better circuit performance or

smaller chip area [9]–[14]. Most of the proposed hybrid FPGAarchitectures utilize large macro cells in

order to cluster more functions within a macro cell. In this paper, we first investigate the logic diversity

issues of reconfigurable logic blocks. According to our profiling results of homogeneous reconfigurable

blocks, the logic diversities of both LUT cells and macro cells are low. As a result, we propose a

small reconfigurable sum-of-product cell (SOP cell) for hybrid FPGA architecture. To save the most

area, neither I/O phase complement nor product-term sharing are used in the SOP cell. Based on this

architecture,SOP-cell transformation, phase flipping, and phase duplicationare proposed for hybrid

LUT/SOP logic synthesis. The experimental results demonstrate that our proposed SOP cell is promising

for both performance improvement and area reduction.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. A survey of reconfigurable architecture is given in

Section II. Section III presents our proposed hybrid LUT/SOP reconfigurable architecture. In Section IV,

logic optimization techniques and our overall synthesis algorithm are proposed. Experimental results are

drawn in Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes this paper.

II. SURVEY OF RECONFIGURABLEARCHITECTURES

In this section, we give a brief architecture survey for three reconfigurable design styles, FPGA, CPLD,

and hybrid FPGA.

A. FPGA: A LUT-based Reconfigurable Design Style

FPGA utilizes the LUT cell as a basic logic block. A LUT cell ischaracterized byk, which indicates

that anyk-input Boolean function can be implemented by ak-LUT. A LUT cell consists of a2k-input

multiplexer (MUX) withk selection signals and2k static random access memory (SRAM) bits. The SRAM
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Fig. 1. Schematic of a 4-LUT cell

is used to store the truth table of ak-input function. Hence, ak-LUT is capable of realizing anyk-input

Boolean function by properly assigning all the SRAM bits selected byk MUX selection signals. Due to

the exponential growth nature of the SRAM bits with respect to k, LUT-cell input sizek is usually less

than 7 in most commercialized LUT-based FPGA [15], [16]. Taking circuit delay into account, Ahmed

and Rose suggest that a 4-LUT-based FPGA has best area efficiency [17]. Figure 1 draws the schematic

of a 4-LUT cell.

In FPGA synthesis, technology independently optimized circuits are decomposed into smaller pieces

(e.g., 2-bounded) in order to fit the input constraintk. The decomposed nodes are then clustered into FPGA

LUT cells. Hence, FPGA focuses on implementing multi-levelBoolean functions. Conventional multi-level

Boolean optimization techniques - kernel extraction, substitution, and elimination - are intensively used to

minimize the number of nodes in a Boolean network [18].Besides, redundant-wire and redundant-node

additions and removals (RAR and NAR) are efficient approaches for Boolean network restructuring

to escape from local optimals [19], [20]. Node sharing may effectively reduce the number of required

LUT cells as well as the FPGA area. However, node sharing often incurs extra LUT-cell levels and hence

slows down the circuit performance. Cut enumeration for LUT-cell mapping is one of the most effective

techniques to obtain an optimal LUT-cell level at the cost ofadditional LUT-cell area overhead. Many

research teams investigate area and delay trade-off in order to make FPGA competitive [21]–[23].

In addition to binary decision diagrams and multiple two-level graph nodes for Boolean function

representations, and-inverter graph (AIG) is another efficient Boolean representation [24]. With

simple and compact circuit representation, AIG enables high-speed logic optimization such as

rewriting, refactoring, tree-balancing, and node mergingwith very competitive synthesis quality as

compared to conventional sum-of-product-based logic synthesis [25]–[27]. Owing to the exponential

growth on cut enumeration for large LUT cells in modern FPGA, cut factorization generates a subset

of cuts to trade solution quality for run-time [28]. Technology mapping and architectural evaluation

on a programmable logic block (PLB), which contains multipleLUTs, are run-time affordable by

using factor cuts [28]. Empirical results present a wide margin breakthrough in FPGA delay and
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Fig. 2. Schematic of a macro cell

area optimizations by using cut factorization and alternative circuit structures [29]. Ling et al.

generalize technology mapping of various PLBs by formulating quantified Boolean satisfiability

problems [30].

B. CPLD: A Macro-cell-based Reconfigurable Design Style

CPLD utilizes the macro cell as a basic logic block. The macro-cell configuration is characterized by

3-tuple, (k, m, p). There arek inputs with both positive and negative phases,m product terms derived

by the AND-plane, andp outputs derived by the OR-plane. The advantages of macro cells are circuit

performance and delay predictability due to their regular layouts and flattened circuit levels. Feedback

paths are available in many commercialized products in order to extend the capability of implementing

multi-level Boolean functions [15], [16]. Therefore, CPLD is widely used for designing high speed control

logic and finite state machine. However, there are three (k, m, p) constraints for each macro cell and

any one of the three constraints may limit the logic diversity and logic utilization of each macro cell.

Hence, macro-cell configuration, logic synthesis procedure, and technology mapping algorithm are crucial

for improving the scalability of CPLD. Commercialized CPLD provides a large macro cell with (36, 80,

16) constraints in order to fit more functions within a macro cell [15]. Anderson and Brown propose an

area-efficient multi-level synthesis approach for a mediumsize macro cell with (10, 12, 4) constraints [5].

To improve logic utilization, CPLD technology mapping algorithms are usually partitioned into

three major steps: tree mapping, partial collapsing, and bin packing [5], [6]. In addition, intensive

research has been dedicated to using logic packing to cluster multiple output Boolean functions into a

macro cell [7], [8]. Figure 2 illustrates the schematic of a macro cell.

C. Hybrid FPGA: A Combined LUT-based and Macro-cell-based Reconfigurable Design Style

Hybrid FPGA is composed of heterogeneous reconfigurable devices. The objective of using different

types of logic blocks is to draw on the strength of each to offset the weakness of the others.However,
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efficiently utilizing heterogeneous reconfigurable cells for circuit area and performance optimization

is an intractable issue, which requires dedicated algorithms for architectural-dependent logic

synthesis and technology mapping [31]. In a mixed PLA and LUThybrid FPGA architecture, Yan

extracts large single-output and multiple-output fanout-free logic blocks for PLA assignment [10].

Based on accurate estimation of product-term numbers, Krishnamoorthy and Tessier traverse large

PLA-feasible sub-graphs for PLA mapping followed by LUT-cell mapping [11]. Manimegalai et al.

map circuit reconvergent region with less inputs and outputs to PLA and leave the rest parts to

LUT-cell mapping [12]. Chen et al. apply PLA mapping algorithm in the first stage and transform

smaller PLAs into LUT cells in the second stage for area reduction [13].

Most previous works utilize large and generic macro cells inhybrid FPGA designs to save circuit

area [9]–[13]. Hu et al. propose a unique function extraction method by profiling the NPN-equivalence

of LUT cells. Four commonly used functions are extracted to make up a primitive macro gate for circuit

delay optimization. However, once a certain function is used in the macro gate, the circuit area of the

other three functions are wasted [14]. Currently, there are few commercialized hybrid FPGA products.

APEX-20K is a commercialized hybrid FPGA product. LUT cells, macro cells, and embedded memory are

integrated in the device. The (k, m, p) constraints of the macro cell are large and similar to commercialized

CPLDs [15]. However, the product positioning of a hybrid FPGAis vague since either FPGA or CPLD is

capable of replacing the hybrid FPGA. To improve the capability of hybrid FPGA, mapping and packing

algorithms are required to deal with the following three issues simultaneously: (1) utilize less hardware

resource, (2) achieve higher circuit performance, and (3) balance heterogeneous type of reconfigurable

cells.

In this work, we will propose a new hybrid FPGA. Unlike other hybrid architectures, our FPGA is

composed of small SOP cells and LUT cells to improve logic diversity and timing performance.

III. A N EFFICIENT HYBRID FPGA WITH SMALL SOPCELLS

In this section, we first conduct profiling experiments to understand the logic diversity of both LUT

cells and macro cells. Based on the profiling results, we willpropose our SOP cell for a hybrid FPGA.

Furthermore, architectural evaluations are performed to estimate the best ratio of SOP-cell number to

LUT-cell number.

A. LUT-cell and Macro-cell Profiling

To understand the logic diversity of LUT cells, we perform a profiling experiment on the technology

mapped results of delay-optimal4-LUT FPGA [23]. We calculate the number of product terms and the

literal counts in a LUT cell. The statistical results are presented in a counting matrixA, where the element
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Procedure Product-termand Literal Profiling
Begin

foreach logic blockLi

Pi is a set of all product terms inLi

|Pi| is the number of product terms inLi

foreach product termpi,j in Pi

liti,j is the number of literals inpi,j

a|Pi|,liti,j
+= 1

|Pi|

end foreach
end foreach

End

Fig. 3. Procedure forproduct-term and literal profiling

ai,j indicates that there are totalai,j LUT cells with i product terms and each product term hasj literals.

For example, if a LUT cell has only one product term and the product term has four literals, the LUT

cell contributes1 to a1,4. In order to distribute the weight to multiple product terms, each product-term

weight is the reciprocal of product-term number in one LUT cell. Taking a LUT cell with function

O = ab′ + c′ +d as an example, there are total three product terms (i = 3), where one product term

ab′ has two literals (j = 2) and two product terms c′ and d have only one literal (j = 1). The LUT

cell contributes 1

3
to a3,2 and 2

3
to a3,1, respectively. Our detailed profiling procedure is drawn in

Figure 3.

Following the above experimental procedure, the profiling results of 20 MCNC benchmark circuits

mapped byDAOmapare summarized in Figure 4. Since there are at most 8 product terms in any 4-input

function, the matrixA of a 4-LUT FPGA has only 8 rows. For brevity, we make ten subdivisions from0

to the maximum value of matrixA. We use a darker color to represent a region with a higher LUT-cell

count and use a lighter color to represent a region with a lower LUT-cell count in Figure 4. From the

profiling result, we can see that the logic diversity is low inLUT cells because most LUT cells implement

simple Boolean functions and only a few LUT cells implement Boolean functions with more than four

product terms.

To understand the logic diversity of macro cells, we use the technology mapping results ofPLAmap

for profiling [7]. Three experiments are performed in this paper. The first experiment is to analyze the

number of product terms in a macro cell and the literal countsin each product term. We partition one

multiple-output macro cell into several single-output logic blocks. The profiling procedure is the same as

that in Figure 3. Our next experiment is to analyze the numberof product terms and the output counts

in each macro cell. The profiling results are presented in a counting matrixB, where the elementbi,j

indicates that there are a total ofbi,j macro cells withi product terms andj outputs. For example, if
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Fig. 4. Profiling result of LUT cells

a macro cell has only one output and the output has11 product terms, the macro cell contributes1 to

b11,1. In order to distribute the weight to multiple outputs, eachoutput weight is the reciprocal of output

number in one macro cell. For example, if a macro cell has three outputs, where one output has eight

product terms, one output has five product terms, and the other one output has only one product term,

the macro cell contributes1
3

to b8,3, b5,3, andb1,3, respectively. The last experiment focuses on analyzing

product-term sharing for different outputs. The profiling results are presented in a row matrixC, where

elementci indicates that there are totalci product terms used byi outputs. For example, if a macro cell has

only one output and the output only has one product term, the macro cell contributes1 to c1. In order to

distribute the weight to multiple product terms, each product-term weight is the reciprocal of product-term

number in one macro cell. For example, if a macro cell has three outputs and eleven product terms, where

seven product terms are used for single output (no product-term sharing), three product terms are shared

by two outputs, and one product term is shared by three outputs, the macro cell contributes7
11

to c1, 3

11

to c2, and 1

11
to c3, respectively. Our second and third profiling procedures are summarized in Figure 5.

Following our profiling procedures in Figures 3 and 5, the results of 20 MCNC benchmark circuits

mapped byPLAmapunder (10, 12, 4) constraints are summarized in Figure 6. Forbrevity, we use darker

colors to represent regions with higher matrix values and use lighter colors to represent regions with lower

matrix values similar to the color scheme in Figure 4. Figure6(a) shows that there are a few product

terms with more than four literals. Figure 6(b) reveals thatmost outputs utilize only less than 6 product

terms. From Figure 6(c), we can see that product-term sharing is rare. Most product terms are used for

single output. Hence, we can see that logic diversity in macro cells is also low.

B. Design of an Efficient SOP cell

According to the aforementioned profiling results, the logic diversities of both LUT cells and macro cells

are low.This observation motivates us to propose a new reconfigurablecell capable of implementing
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Procedure Product-termand Output Profiling
Begin

foreach macro cellMi

Oi is a set of all outputs inMi

|Oi| is the number of outputs inMi

foreach outputoi,j in Oi

Pi,j is a set of all product terms inoi,j

|Pi,j | is the number of product terms inoi,j

b|Pi,j |,|Oi| += 1

|Oi|

end foreach

Pi is a set of all product terms inMi

|Pi| is the number of product terms inMi

foreach product termpi,j in Pi

k is the output number ofpi,j

ck += 1

|Pi|

end foreach
end foreach

End

Fig. 5. Procedure forproduct-term and output profiling
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Fig. 6. Profiling results of macro cells

frequently used functions with less hardware resources andhigher circuit performance compared

to the original LUT cell.

From the profiling results of a 4-LUT architecture, we noticethat most LUT cells are used to implement

simple Boolean functions with less than four product terms.In addition, the profiling results of a (10,

12, 4) CPLD architecture indicate that both large product-term numbers and product-term sharing are

uncommon. Our first attempt is to propose an efficient SOP cellwithout product-term sharing. Our SOP
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cell is a two level design with five 4-input NAND gates as shownin Figure 7. There are four NAND gates

in the first level and the four NAND gates fanout to the second level NAND gate. The SOP cell is also

known as the AO4444. Hence, there are a total of 16 inputs and one output in the SOP cell.In order to

reduce the number of transistors in each SOP cell, neither I/O phase complement nor product-term

sharing is available. Therefore, the SOP cell can be used to implement positive unate functions

under product-term and literal constraints. Thus, LUT cells are still required to implement various

Boolean functions in our hybrid FPGA.

There is one physical design issue to be addressed for the SOPcell. After performing logic synthesis,

some SOP-cell inputs may be less than 16. These unused inputsare viewed asdon’t cares. Proper

signals are required to assign to thedon’t care inputs to ensure correct functionality of each SOP cell.

The traditional solution is to duplicate fanin signals to replace don’t care inputs. For example, if an

original Boolean function isO = ab + acd + e, the resultant Boolean function can also becomeO =

abab + acdd + acdd + eeee by using the fanin duplication technique. By doing so, extraload capacitance

occurs.

To avoid extra load capacitance incurred by duplicated fanins, we assignVDD and GND to the don’t

care inputs. For adon’t care input of a first level NAND gate, we assign a non-controlling value (VDD)

to disable the input; while as for thedon’t carefirst level NAND gate, we assign an input to a controlling

value (GND) in order to generate a non-controlling value (VDD) to the second level NAND gate. Both

VDD and GND should be provided to each SOP-cell input in case ofdon’t care conditions. The two

additional signals will result in some area overhead in boththe connection block and routing track. To

reduce this area overhead, we propose a signal assignment policy for our SOP cell. For the first input of

each first level NAND gate, we assign a programmableGND signal in order to disable the whole NAND

gate. For the rest three inputs of each first level NAND gate, we assign programmableVDD signals in

order to disable corresponding inputs. By using our proposed signal assignment policy in physical design,

our SOP cell occupies only one (eitherVDD or GND) connection block resource rather than using two.

Furthermore, bothVDD andGND signals can be supplied within an SOP cell in order to furtherreduce

the routing track overhead. Hence, the additional area overhead due todon’t careconditions is reduced by

50%. Figure 7 draws the schematic of our SOP cell implementing a Boolean functionO = ab + acd + e.

In Figure 7, we disable the rightmost NAND gate and unused inputs by applying controlling (GND) and

non-controlling (VDD) values, respectively. To compare the performance of our SOP cell with the 4-LUT

cell, we implement both cells and performSPICEsimulations for them. The target technology is TSMC

0.18µm. The transistor count andSPICEsimulation delay of SOP cell and LUT cell are listed in Table I.

In Table I, the columnsTransistor, Rise Delay, andFall Delay represent transistor count, rise delay, and
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Fig. 7. Schematic of an SOP cell

TABLE I
TRANSISTOR COUNT AND DELAY OFSOPCELL AND LUT CELL

Cell Type Transistor Rise Delay Fall Delay Max Delay Delay Ratio

LUT cell 164 4.75E-10 4.27E-10 4.75E-10 1.00
SOP cell 40 2.37E-10 2.46E-10 2.46E-10 0.52

fall delay of different cell types, respectively. The column Delay Ratiorepresents the maximum delay

ratio using the 4-LUT cell as the baseline. From Table I, the transistor count and delay of our proposed

SOP cell are reduced by 75% and 48%, respectively, as compared with those of 4-LUT cell, respectively.

C. Ratio of SOP and LUT Cells

Based on our proposed AO4444 SOP cell and 4-LUT cell, a hybridLUT/SOP reconfigurable FPGA

can be constructed. The next step is to determine the ratio ofSOP cells to LUT cells.

For a hybrid LUT/SOP reconfigurable design style, both LUT cells and SOP cells are pre-fabricated.

If the ratio of SOP cells to LUT cells is not selected correctly, unused cells are wasted. Hence, we

conduct architectural evaluations for hybrid FPGA using 20benchmark circuits mapped byDAOmapas

our baseline. Then, we simply transform a LUT cell into an SOPcell if the LUT cell satisfies both literal

and product-term constraints. In order to understand the best ratio of SOP cells to LUT cells, we perform

evaluations under different cell-ratio constraints.

There are total six architectural configurations: no cell-ratio constraint and cell-ratio constraints from

0.5 to 4, where “ratio = 0.5” configuration represents one SOPcell with two LUT cells. The “ratio

= 2” configuration represents one LUT cell with two SOP cells,and so forth. In this experiment, the

parameters listed in Table I for transistor count and circuit delay evaluations are used. According to the

cell-ratio constraints and Table I, the transistor count ofeach logic block can be computed. For example,
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the transistor count of “ratio = 0.5” configuration is164× 2 + 40 = 368 and the transistor count of “ratio

= 2” configuration is164 + 40 × 2 = 244. The evaluation results compared toDAOmapmapped 4-LUT

FPGA are summarized in Figure 8. As Figure 8 shows, our proposed SOP cell is effective for both area

reduction and performance improvement. Taking both area and performance into account, we determine

that the best ratio of SOP cells to LUT cells is between 2 and 3 to 1.

IV. SYNTHESIS FORHYBRID FPGA

According to Figure 7 in Section III, phase complement is unavailable in our proposed SOP

cell. Therefore, an SOP cell can only implement positive unate functions. Specifically, four sum-

of-product terms with at most four positive unate literals in each term can be implemented in

one SOP cell. In a conventional logic synthesis flow, technology mapping is performed after the

completion of technology independent optimization [18]. However, in SOP-cell mapping, we are

required to dynamically change both input and output phasesof a candidate target network in

order to fulfill the SOP unateness constraint. Hence, unlikethe conventional technology mapping, the

phase of unmapped Boolean network could be altered during SOP-cell mapping. As a result, De

Morgan’s law is required to avoid inserting extra inverters to the unmapped Boolean network.

Nevertheless, repetitively performing De Morgan’s law on the unmapped Boolean network is

inefficient. Consequently, we propose a post-processing SOP-cell mapping after a standard FPGA

technology mapping. By exploiting the programmable flexibility of LUT cells, the ripple effect of

De Morgan’s law can be avoided.

Our synthesis flow for hybrid FPGA is presented in Figure 9. The initial input is a pure LUT-based

design and the final output is our hybrid FPGA. We perform static timing analysis to identify critical
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LUT cells. There are two major phases in our proposed synthesis flow. The first phase optimizes circuit

performance by transforming critical LUT cells into SOP cells. We recursively select critical LUT cells

from the primary output toward to its critical fanin cells. The reason behind this selection criterion is

to prevent non-critical cells from over-transformation. Once the selected cells are transformed into SOP

cells, circuit delay information will be updated. The circuit performance optimization continues execution

unless there is nofeasiblecritical LUT cell.

Since a hybrid FPGA design with balanced cell ratio achievesthe minimal number of unused logic

blocks, the second synthesis phase minimizes circuit area by balancing the ratio of SOP-cell numbers

to LUT-cell numbers. The optimization is repeatedly performed when the ratio is less than a given

architectural ratio constraint. We transformfeasibleLUT cells into SOP cells to increase the cell ratio. Our

area optimization terminates execution when either the ratio constraint is reached or there is nofeasible

LUT cell for transformation.In order to synthesize a circuit with balanced cell ratio, weneed to

have enoughfeasible (positive unate) LUT cells capable of SOP-cell transformations. Thus, phase

flipping and phase duplication are proposed to transform negative unate and binate inputs into

postive unate inputs, respectively. They are described in the following sections.

A. SOP-cell Transformation

Positive unate LUT cells arefeasiblefor transformation into SOP cells by using Boolean collapsing

operations under the following two constraints. (1) The number of product terms is less than or equal

to the maximum available product terms (e.g., four in our SOPcell). (2) The number of literals in each

product term is less than or equal to the maximum available literals in each product term (e.g., four in our

SOP cell). Figure 10 illustratesSOP-cell transformation. In Figure 10, there are two cascaded LUT

cells with functions o = z+wxy and w = c+d+ab. The two functions arefeasible for transformation

into one SOP cell with function o = z + cxy + dxy + abxy. Both transistor count and circuit latency

of the new SOP cell are reduced compared to the original two LUT cells.

B. Phase Flipping

Phase flippingis to flip the phase of a negative unate input into a positive unate input. By usingphase

flipping technique, we are capable of transforming a function with both positive unate inputs and negative

unate inputs into a pure positive unate function. Intuitively, De Morgan’s law is the key forphase flipping.

We exploit the programmable flexibility of LUT cells forphase flipping. We complement the truth table of

the original fanin LUT cell. For the fanouts of the complemented LUT cell, we complement all literals that

associate with the complemented LUT cell. The procedure is very similar to bubble pushing, discussed in

Puri’s work [32]. Notice that there is no trapped-inverter issue as long as the fanouts of the complemented
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LUT cell are all LUT cells. Hence, the LUT-cell phase flippingis only O(|e|), where|e| represents the

fanout degree of the complemented LUT cell. Figure 11 illustratesphase flipping. In Figure 11, two

LUT cells o1 = mp + n′p′w and o2 = w′y + xz share the output of one LUT cellw = ac + b′cd′. The

LUT cell o2 has only one negative unate inputw. Therefore, we complement the functionality ofw

into a new LUT cell w′ = c′ + a′b + a′d. As a result, the newo2 becomes a positive unate LUT cell

and is feasible for SOP-cell transformation.
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abcd w′

--0- 1
01-- 1
0--1 1

mnpw′ o1

1-1- 1
-000 1

w′xyz o2

1-1- 1
-1-1 1

Fig. 11. Example ofphase flipping

C. Phase Duplication

Phase duplicationis to clone a new LUT cell with complemented phase from the original cell. Since

both positive and negative phases are available, we can easily manipulate either trapped-inverter situations

among SOP cells or binate input in LUT cells. In the case of trapped inverters among SOP cells, we

directly use the complemented LUT cell for inverter removal. For the case of a binate input LUT cell,

we separate the input into two distinct inputs. One input is in positive phase, and the other is in negative

phase. Therefore, a binate input will be transformed into two distinct positive unate inputs. Notice that

phase duplicationmay incur additional area overhead if the ratio of SOP cells to LUT cells is less than

the given architectural ratio constraint. In this paper, recursive phase duplications from primary outputs to

primary inputs are prohibited to prevent circuit area explosion. We exploit the programmable flexibility

of the LUT cell to confine the phase duplication within a single circuit level. Figure 12 illustratesphase

duplication. In Figure 12, the LUT cell o1 = w′x + wyz has one binate input w = bc + ad. We

generate a new complemented LUT cellw′ = a′b′ + a′c′ + b′d′ + c′d′ in order to remove the binate

input in LUT cell o1. Therefore, the original LUT cell o1 is then transformed into a new SOP cell

with two independent positive unate variablesw and w′.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The synthesis techniques and algorithms proposed in Section IV are implemented as aHLS package

(Hybrid LUT/SOP Synthesis). Logic synthesis tool,SIS, is used as our development platform [33]. Our

experiment is performed on IBM X3550 2.5GHz Xeon Server with32 GB memory. MCNC benchmark

suite is used in our experiments. All circuits are first technology independently optimized by usingrugged

script and then technology mapped by usingDAOmapas our initial inputs. We use AO4444 as our SOP

cell, which has at most four product terms, each with at most four literals. The run-time of ourHLS for

each circuit is less than 2 seconds.
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o1 o1o2 o2

aaa bbb ccc ddd

w ww′
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abcd w
-11- 1
1--1 1

mnopqrstuvw o2

111-------- 1
------111-- 1
---111----- 1
--11-----1- 1
-1-------11 1

wxyz o1

01-- 1
1-11 1

abcd w’
00-- 1
0-0- 1
-0-0 1
--00 1

wxyzw’ o1

-1--1 1
1-11- 1

Fig. 12. Example ofphase duplication

Our first experiment is to evaluate the performance of our hybrid LUT/SOP architecture. In our exper-

iment, the ratio constraint of SOP cells to LUT cells is 2, according to the architectural evaluation results

described in Section III. The experimental results are shown in Table II. Columns 4-LUT (DAOmap),

4-LUT (abc), and HLS represent the results of 4-LUT FPGA mapped byDAOmap [23], 4-LUT

FPGA mapped by abc [34], and our proposed hybrid LUT/SOP synthesis, respectively. Columns

LUT, SOP, CellR, BLK, Trans., Delay represent LUT-cell number, SOP-cell number, ratio of SOP

cells to LUT cells, total number of required logic blocks for hybrid FPGA, transistor count, and

circuit delay, respectively. The average ratios are listed in the last row. As Table II shows, the up-

to-date LUT-based FPGA mapping algorithm implemented inabc reduces 4.6% transistor count

and improves 16.5% circuit performance compared to the baseline, DAOmap. Our proposed hybrid

LUT/SOP architecture outperforms LUT-based FPGA architecture in terms of transistor count and

circuit performance by 51.7% and 35.1%, respectively. The average ratio of SOP cells to LUT cells

is 1.85.

After that, we perform profiling in order to analyze the logicdiversity of our proposed SOP cell. The

profiling procedure is the same as the aforementioned procedure illustrated in Figure 3. Figure 13 gives

the profiling results of 20 benchmark circuits using the samecolor scheme as that in Figure 4. Only SOP

cells are taken into account. Compared with Figure 4 and Figure 6, the logic diversity of our SOP cell is

flattened. Consequently, our proposed SOP cell can be fully utilized for implementing various functions

by using our synthesis algorithm.

Furthermore, we evaluate the effectiveness of our proposedsynthesis techniques in Section IV. Notice

that the cell-ratio constraint is not applied in this experiment. We compare our results to the baseline

from DAOmap. The experimental results are drawn in Table III. ColumnsPositive Unate, Phase Flipping,

Phase Duplication (T), andPhase Duplication (T+B)represent the results ofSOP-cell transformationfor
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TABLE II
RESULT OF AREA REDUCTION AND PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT

4-LUT (DAOmap)[23] 4-LUT (abc)[34] HLS
Circuit LUT Trans. Delay LUT Trans. Delay LUT SOP CellR BLK Trans. Delay

alu4 1123 184172 8.0 1108 181712 7.0 252 505 2.00 253 61732 4.64
apex2 1309 214676 9.0 1262 206968 8.0 332 664 2.00 332 81008 5.16
apex4 1116 183024 8.0 1066 174824 6.0 311 623 2.00 312 76128 5.04
des 1274 208936 7.0 1313 215332 6.0 444 521 1.17 444 108336 5.56
pdc 2792 457888 10.0 2832 464448 8.0 734 1834 2.50 917 223748 6.08

ex1010 4004 656656 10.0 4073 667972 7.0 1056 2347 2.22 1174 286456 6.16
ex5p 902 147928 8.0 921 151044 6.0 279 558 2.00 279 68076 5.12

misex3 1113 182532 8.0 1057 173348 6.0 262 525 2.00 263 64172 5.12
seq 1260 206640 7.0 1208 198112 6.0 334 669 2.00 335 81740 4.12
spla 1983 325212 9.0 1922 315208 8.0 556 1209 2.17 605 147620 5.56

bigkey 1376 225664 4.0 1152 188928 3.0 360 570 1.58 360 87840 2.04
clma 5400 885600 19.0 4272 700608 16.0 1470 2942 2.00 1471 358924 10.84
diffeq 1007 165148 14.0 844 138416 13.0 477 658 1.38 477 116388 11.12
dsip 1150 188600 4.0 1308 214512 3.0 226 452 2.00 226 55144 2.04

elliptic 2080 341120 18.0 1998 327672 17.0 770 1418 1.84 770 187880 11.72
frisc 2354 386056 22.0 2157 353748 21.0 677 1355 2.00 678 165432 15.24
s298 968 158752 20.0 882 144648 15.0 236 474 2.01 237 57828 13.28

s38417 3965 650260 11.0 3351 549564 9.0 2660 2339 0.88 2660 649040 9.56
s38584 3747 614508 11.0 3712 608768 10.0 1822 2082 1.14 1822 444568 8.12
tseng 789 129396 14.0 771 126444 13.0 297 596 2.01 298 72712 9.64

Ratio 100% 100% 95.4% 83.5% 1.85 48.3% 64.9%
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Fig. 13. Profiling result of SOP cells

positive unate LUT cells,phase flippingfor negative unate inputs,phase duplicationfor negative unate

trapped-inverter removals among SOP cells, andphase duplicationfor both trapped-inverter removals

and binate inputs, respectively. From Table III, we can see that the proposed synthesis techniques can

incrementally improve circuit performance from 14.9% to 35.6%.

Since the unbalanced ratio of SOP cells to LUT cells incurs area overhead, we perform architectural

evaluations under different cell-ratio constraints. The experimental results are presented in Table IV.

Columns labeled withConstraint are SOP to LUT cell-ratio constraints. ColumnsCellR, TImp, and

DImp represent the ratio of SOP cells to LUT cells, transistor count improvement, and delay improvement,

respectively. Based on the experimental results, we conclude that the cell-ratio constraints should be around

two SOP cells to one LUT cell for a balanced circuit performance and area optimization.

Accordingly, we compare the transistor count and circuit performance of three reconfigurable design
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TABLE III
EFFECTIVENESS OF SYNTHESIS TECHNIQUES WITHOUT CELL-RATIO CONSTRAINT

4-LUT (DAOmap)[23] Positive Unate Phase Flipping Phase Duplication (T) Phase Duplication (T+B)
Circuit LUT Delay LUT SOP Delay LUT SOP Delay LUT SOP Delay LUT SOP Delay

alu4 1123 8.0 853 171 7.04 846 175 7.04 473 427 5.12 395 503 4.64
apex2 1309 9.0 887 281 7.08 882 286 7.08 343 830 5.16 343 830 5.16
apex4 1116 8.0 333 687 5.12 339 681 5.12 246 781 4.64 245 780 4.64
des 1274 7.0 889 230 6.52 863 237 6.52 728 392 6.04 734 432 5.56
pdc 2792 10.0 1209 1435 7.12 1163 1486 7.12 737 1929 6.16 570 2101 5.68

ex1010 4004 10.0 1661 1917 7.60 1057 2514 6.16 1067 2522 6.16 1056 2543 6.16
ex5p 902 8.0 489 379 7.04 469 398 6.56 284 590 5.12 289 577 5.12

misex3 1113 8.0 774 262 6.56 758 272 6.56 531 418 5.12 512 434 5.12
seq 1260 7.0 809 338 6.04 803 339 6.04 456 704 4.60 343 820 4.12
spla 1983 9.0 890 950 6.60 724 1113 6.12 534 1321 5.64 436 1396 5.16

bigkey 1376 4.0 813 451 3.52 813 451 3.52 927 230 3.52 474 457 2.04
clma 5400 19.0 4264 974 15.64 4335 832 15.60 3323 1892 11.32 3299 1831 10.84
diffeq 1007 14.0 977 27 14.00 951 54 13.04 995 81 11.60 988 90 11.12
dsip 1150 4.0 253 449 3.52 253 449 3.52 252 455 2.56 28 454 2.04

elliptic 2080 18.0 1902 159 13.20 1861 199 12.72 1880 209 12.24 1863 234 11.72
frisc 2354 22.0 2300 45 19.60 2283 59 18.64 2296 119 15.76 2292 127 15.24
s298 968 20.0 863 80 16.64 862 80 16.16 774 177 13.28 781 156 13.28

s38417 3965 11.0 3717 198 11.00 3732 163 11.00 3700 511 10.04 3540 615 9.56
s38584 3747 11.0 3675 53 11.00 3672 53 11.00 3610 188 8.60 3608 195 8.12
tseng 789 14.0 780 7 13.52 753 33 12.56 757 61 10.64 758 97 10.12

Ratio 100% 85.1% 82.6% 69.6% 64.4%

TABLE IV
ARCHITECTURAL EVALUATIONS WITH CELL-RATIO CONSTRAINTS

Constraint = 0.5 Constraint = 1 Constraint = 2 Constraint = 3 Constraint = 4

CellR TImp DImp CellR TImp DImp CellR TImp DImp CellR TImp DImp CellR TImp DImp

alu4 0.51 39.5% 30.0% 1.00 53.5% 42.0% 2.00 66.5% 42.0% 2.73 69.5% 42.0% 2.73 65.2% 42.0%
apex2 0.50 35.0% 27.6% 1.26 44.6% 38.2% 2.00 62.3% 42.7% 3.00 68.5% 42.7% 3.10 65.0% 42.7%
apex4 0.87 6.9% 18.0% 1.05 43.6% 24.0% 2.00 58.4% 37.0% 3.01 65.2% 42.0% 4.02 69.9% 42.0%
des 0.50 36.8% 20.6% 1.00 52.2% 20.6% 1.17 48.1% 20.6% 1.17 39.6% 20.6% 1.17 31.1% 20.6%
pdc 0.69 12.9% 14.8% 1.02 41.0% 24.8% 2.50 51.1% 39.2% 3.00 60.5% 43.2% 4.00 64.5% 43.2%

ex1010 0.50 31.5% 0.0% 1.06 43.3% 28.8% 2.22 56.4% 38.4% 3.01 64.8% 38.4% 4.00 68.8% 38.4%
ex5p 0.50 27.6% 12.0% 1.05 38.9% 24.0% 2.00 54.0% 36.0% 3.02 61.0% 36.0% 4.04 64.7% 36.0%

misex3 0.54 33.9% 25.0% 1.00 51.3% 36.0% 2.00 64.8% 36.0% 2.73 67.5% 36.0% 2.73 62.9% 36.0%
seq 0.56 28.2% 20.6% 1.00 47.7% 28.6% 2.00 60.4% 41.1% 3.00 67.4% 41.1% 3.50 67.4% 41.1%
spla 0.50 30.1% 5.3% 1.03 42.5% 26.7% 2.17 54.6% 38.2% 3.00 62.0% 42.7% 4.00 66.1% 42.7%

bigkey 0.50 34.6% 0.0% 1.00 58.0% 49.0% 1.58 61.1% 49.0% 1.58 54.7% 49.0% 1.58 48.3% 49.0%
clma 0.50 30.4% 41.5% 1.00 46.5% 42.9% 2.00 59.5% 42.9% 3.00 65.1% 42.9% 4.00 68.1% 42.9%
diffeq 0.50 25.4% 20.6% 1.00 32.1% 20.6% 1.38 29.5% 20.6% 1.38 18.0% 20.6% 1.38 6.4% 20.6%
dsip 0.50 43.8% 0.0% 1.01 58.5% 0.0% 2.00 70.8% 49.0% 3.01 77.3% 49.0% 4.00 80.6% 49.0%

elliptic 0.50 28.6% 34.9% 1.00 40.2% 34.9% 1.84 44.9% 34.9% 2.20 39.1% 34.9% 2.21 30.5% 34.9%
frisc 0.50 33.3% 30.7% 1.00 45.8% 30.7% 2.00 57.1% 30.7% 2.25 54.2% 30.7% 2.25 47.7% 30.7%
s298 0.50 37.9% 33.6% 1.00 51.4% 33.6% 2.01 63.6% 33.6% 2.83 66.9% 33.6% 2.83 62.2% 33.6%

s38417 0.50 13.4% 13.1% 0.88 16.3% 13.1% 0.88 0.2% 13.1% 0.88 -16.2% 13.1% 0.88 -32.5% 13.1%
s38584 0.50 25.3% 26.2% 1.00 35.3% 26.2% 1.14 27.7% 26.2% 1.15 16.1% 26.2% 1.15 4.3% 26.2%
tseng 0.50 21.5% 30.9% 1.00 34.3% 30.9% 2.01 43.8% 31.1% 2.17 38.3% 31.1% 2.17 29.6% 31.1%

Ratio 0.53 28.8% 20.3% 1.02 43.8% 28.8% 1.85 51.7% 35.1% 2.41 52.0% 35.8% 2.79 48.5% 35.8%

styles, FPGA, CPLD, and our hybrid FPGA with cell-ratio equalto 2. We estimate the area and delay of

a macro cell according to the schematic of a k/m-macro-cell-based PLD [8]. For a (10, 12, 4) macro cell,

the total number of transistors is 2996 and the delay ratio ofmacro cell to 4-LUT cell is 1.41. There are

total 20 MCNC benchmark circuits used for the comparison. Among them, four circuits are different from

previous benchmark circuits due to unavailable synthesis results by usingPLAmap. Figure 14 illustrates

the results. Since CPLD designs incur the highest number of transistors and FPGA designs incur maximum

delay, we take CPLD and FPGA as the baselines of transistor count and circuit delay, respectively. From

Figure 14, our proposed hybrid FPGA outperforms FPGA and CPLDin terms of transistor count and
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Fig. 14. Comparison of reconfigurable design styles

TABLE V
COMPARISONS OF DIFFERENT HYBRIDFPGA ARCHITECTURES

4-LUT (abc)[34] 4-LUT+MG [35] HLS
Circuit LUT Trans. Delay BLK Trans. Delay LUT SOP CellR BLK Trans. Delay

aes core 8959 1469276 8.0 4147 1360216 7.0 4821 4909 1.02 4821 1176324 7.52
des area 2153 353092 10.0 1004 329312 10.0 1063 1453 1.37 1063 259372 8.56
des perf 32371 5308844 6.0 15652 5133856 6.0 15267 13599 0.89 15267 3725148 6.00
mem ctrl 3687 604668 11.0 1731 567768 9.0 1949 2343 1.20 1949 475556 9.12

pci spoci ctrl 372 61008 6.0 173 56744 5.0 155 260 1.68 155 37820 5.08
sasc 206 33784 3.0 87 28536 3.0 171 49 0.29 171 41724 2.52

simple spi 295 48380 4.0 121 39688 4.0 218 71 0.33 218 53192 3.52
ss pcm 124 20336 3.0 61 20008 3.0 100 21 0.21 100 24400 2.52

systemcaes 2948 483472 11.0 1470 482160 11.0 2224 1476 0.66 2224 542656 11.04
systemcdes 1125 184500 9.0 580 190240 8.0 757 588 0.78 757 184708 8.52

tv80 2963 485932 17.0 1404 460512 15.0 1453 2191 1.51 1453 354532 12.68
usb phy 188 30832 4.0 89 29192 3.0 109 76 0.70 109 26596 2.52

wb conmax 14580 2391120 9.0 6966 2284848 7.0 5656 11314 2.00 5657 1380308 6.12

Ratio 100% 100% 94.0% 91.0% 0.97 88.2% 84.9%

circuit delay.

Finally, we compare our hybrid LUT/SOP FPGA to another heterogeneous FPGA with mixed

4-LUT cells and macro gates (4-LUT+MG) [14]. The synthesis results of IWLS’05 OpenCores

benchmark are summarized in Table V. Owing to the unavailability of 4-LUT+MG mapped results,

the logic block count and circuit delay are reported according to the conference version [35]. From

Table V, our hybrid LUT/SOP FPGA reduces 11.8% transistor count and 15.1% circuit delay

compared to up-to-date LUT-based FPGA mapping tool. Our hybrid LUT/SOP FPGA is superior

to 4-LUT+MG FPGA in terms of transistor count and circuit delay.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have proposed an efficient hybrid LUT/SOP reconfigurable design style, which exploits both

the advantages of LUT cells and SOP cells. The proposed SOP cell requires less hardware resource

and achieves higher circuit performance as well. Based on our proposed hybrid FPGA architecture, an
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incremental logic synthesis algorithm is proposed to synthesize a pure LUT-based FPGA to a hybrid FPGA.

The experimental results indicate that our hybrid FPGA achieves 35% circuit performance improvement

and 52% transistor count reduction compared to the depth optimal 4-LUT-based FPGA. In comparison

with the CPLD, our hybrid FPGA requires only 11% of the transistor count and reduces circuit delay by

11%. With our proposed small reconfigurable SOP cells and synthesis algorithm, the new hybrid FPGA

outperforms previous hybrid FPGA in terms of transistor count and circuit delay.
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